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Reviewer's report:

1. Full spell out when you use abbreviation words and when they appear first in the text.
2. You are supposed using two different types of MPO-ANCA measuring kits in two cases and each kit has quite different normal values. Therefore, you describe the normal values in each case.
3. You should describe normal values of antinuclear antibody in each case, because you wrote two different measurement systems. EIA and IF method.
4. Would you describe WBCs in the urinary sediment of each case? Because, you suspected that a latent cyst infection triggered the production of MPO-ANCA.
5. Please describe correct numbers of each figure in the text.

Level of interest: An article of limited interest

Quality of written English: Not suitable for publication unless extensively edited

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.